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What’s New

5nine Manager 6.0 for Hyper-V
What’s New in v6.0

5nine Manager for Hyper-V is an easy-to-use and cost-effective management
solution for Microsoft Hyper-V. It provides most of the features of Microsoft
System Center VMM that you need for everyday Hyper-V management.
The latest version is now powered up with several disruptive innovation product
enhancements, such as Dynamic Optimization and New FreeRDP version
integration. 5nine Manager for Hyper-V will allow system administrators to gain
control on all levels over the virtual infrastructure and virtual resources utilization.
The most significant features and enhancements in version 6.0 include:

Dynamic Optimization
With 5nine Manager 6.0 for Hyper-V, stay confident that your mission-critical application will
always operate full-time. Dynamic Optimization evaluates the current state of each host on your
Hyper-V Server. It automatically moves Virtual Machines from one host to another based on
resource utilization, regardless of how many hosts are involved.
This approach allows system administrators to optimize all resources within the network and
avoid the overload and shutdown of its hosts. Each host runs on the optimal level of capacity,
thereby decreasing the resource usage and the importance for continuous system monitoring.

GUI on Every Hyper-V Server
In this new version of 5nine Manager for Hyper-V, 5nine Software includes an enhanced
FreeRDP connection view to connect from core Hyper-V servers as efficiently as from the GUI
ones. Enjoy the freedom of connecting to Virtual Machines in any number of ways.
New FreeRDP Guest Console integration will meet the customers’ requirements in a stable
additional way to access and configure their Virtual Machines.

Learn More about 5nine Manager for Hyper-V
http://www.5nine.com/manager
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“5nine Manager makes those who do
not wish to use SCVMM easier with
managing multiple VM host versions
from a single console.”
William McDonald,
Hitachi Maxco LTD

